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Abstract
While spaces are an important theoretical concept in various research fields, the
influence of digitalization on spaces is unclear. Owing to their unique characteristics,
digital technologies may shape spaces differently, limiting the applicability of existing
theories. To examine whether this is in fact the case, we conduct a systematic literature
review, revealing that digital technologies lead to what we call “digital spaces”. These
are digitally open, i.e. they use digital technologies to blur boundaries between
themselves and other physical or virtual spaces. Based on this insight, we provide an
agenda for further research on digital spaces covering empirical validation;
development of a digital spaces theory; methodical approaches to analyze digital
spaces; design, constitution, reconfiguration, and discontinuance of digital spaces;
interplay of different sub-spaces and boundaries in a digital space; shape and role of
boundaries in digital spaces; and technologies in digital spaces.
Keywords: Digitalization, spaces, boundaries, literature review, research agenda

Introduction
Spaces are everywhere. Spaces surround us and provide room for living, working, and interacting. Their
nature can be physical and material, but also abstract and imaginary (Thrift 2003). A multitude of
research fields has approached the topic to analyze why and how spaces influence us and, in turn, why
and how we influence spaces, especially in the organizational context (e.g., Ashforth et al. 2000; de
Vaujany and Vaast 2014; Lefebvre 1991). Although findings reveal that the mutual impact is
substantial, such insights might not be transferrable to digital environments. Digital technologies
possess characteristics that change the capabilities of artifacts, making them open and editable (Yoo et
al. 2012; Nambisan et al. 2017). This could also alter how the spaces that encompass these artifacts are
constituted, reconfigured, or discontinued and, thus, how they need to be analyzed.
However, spaces research in organization studies has focused on “traditional” spaces and has not
considered how digitalization affects these spaces. In management information systems (IS) research,
the concept of “spaces” has not been introduced to the best of our knowledge, despite its tremendous
value in investigating the physical and abstract spatial properties of the social and the material (Tyler
and Cohen 2010; Wasserman and Frenkel 2011). Consequently, there is little previous research we can
derive insights from regarding the role of digital technologies in spaces. Yet, since many papers deal
implicitly with digital topics in the context of physical or abstract spatial properties (e.g., Phene et al.
2006; Sewell and Taskin 2015), they may collectively reveal whether digital technologies shape spaces
differently. If digitalized spaces are in fact different, we need to derive research topics that help to
investigate such spaces in-depth. In this paper, we address these issues by extracting the characteristics
of spaces that encompass digital technologies and by contrasting them to other spaces. Based on this,
we provide a research agenda to guide theory-building. Consequently, our research questions are:
How do digital technologies shape spaces? Which avenues for research arise from this?
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To answer these questions, we conduct a systematic analysis of the literature related to “spaces” that
has appeared since the year 2000 (Paré et al. 2016), separate papers based on whether they emphasize
digital technologies, and demarcate different types of spaces through a thematic analysis (Braun and
Clarke 2006). Our findings show that digital technologies lead to the emergence of what we call “virtual
spaces” and “digital spaces”. The former differ from traditional “physical spaces” mainly by being
intangible and existing only virtually, but the unit of analysis is still a measurable, mappable, tangible,
and delineated space. In contrast, digital spaces are physical or virtual spaces that are digitally open to
other spaces, thus blurring the line between different spaces and the boundaries between them. This
contributes to research by highlighting that the characteristics of digital technologies (Yoo et al. 2012;
Nambisan et al. 2017) extend to the spaces they are part of, which changes the unit of analysis in spaces
research and makes adapted or novel theorizing necessary. Also, besides offering the first systematic
overview on literature relating to digital spaces, we provide a research agenda to guide further research
on digital spaces. Overall, our work can serve as a stepping-stone for the development and application
of a holistic theory of digital spaces in IS research.
The structure of this paper is as follows: We start with a short overview on different types of spaces.
We then describe our literature review and the results in detail, before we discuss them in connection
with an extensive agenda for further research. Finally, we conclude with a short summary.

Theoretical Background
In the most profound sense, the term “space” relates to the material world surrounding us. This world
can be measured, mapped, and has dimensions that our bodily senses can easily grasp (Soja 1996).
Taking an office as an example, such a basic space has objects such as a desk and chair in it as well as
physical walls serving as boundaries to other basic spaces. We label these spaces “Type I”. As a unit of
analysis, Type I spaces are researched mainly in geography or architecture, often with a design science
approach, i.e. an approach that seeks to actually develop a space. Works in these areas deal, for instance,
with topics such as the mechanical structure of spaces (Fenci and Currie 2017) or residential mobility
(Coulter et al. 2016). Notably, Type I spaces are not given and do not just come into existence without
external influence; they are constituted, reconfigured, and discontinued through mutual social and
material processes over time (Thrift 2003).
In the social sciences, Type I spaces are also objects of investigation, but such research mostly focuses
on another type of space which we label “Type II”. Here, the material construction of space, including
the people in it, serves as a mere reference point for abstract kinds of spaces. For instance, such spaces
can consist of similar cultures, values, or norms; are conceptualized by planners, scientists, or artists;
may be captured through interactions and routines; and are lived through symbols, images, and designs
(Lefebvre 1991; Thrift 2003). A concrete example is a project team. It exists in an abstract space that
consists of shared tasks and goals; is brought into being non-materially through management; occurs in
the interactions between people and objects; and shows itself through team titles or PowerPoint designs.
There is a close connection between Type I and Type II spaces, as Type II spaces contain material
elements, such as desks and chairs of the project team. However, these are not the scope of research on
Type II spaces. Naturally, such spaces are hard to be assessed with a design science approach. The
predominant perspective here is that of behavioral science, i.e. the analysis of behaviors and interactions
in spaces.
In organization-related research, spaces have become a prominent topic. Seminal works in sociology
(Lefebvre 1991) have built the foundation for organization studies (e.g., Mengis et al. 2018; Wasserman
and Frenkel 2011), but these works do seldom focus on technology. Such a perspective could be
provided by IS research, but the concept of spaces has not yet gained much attention here. Thus, we
know little about the role of digital technologies in spaces. However, spaces that encompass digital
technologies may well need to be viewed differently, owing to the characteristics of digital technologies,
which especially stem from the inclusion of digital capabilities into physical materiality (Yoo et al.
2012). These characteristics make artifacts “malleable, editable, open, transferable, etc.” (Nambisan et
al. 2017), which has the potential to shape the spaces these artifacts are part of in previously unknown
ways. As a result, the unit of analysis in spaces research would change, making adapted or novel
theorizing necessary (Truex et al. 2006). This is true for Type I and Type II spaces: digitalization has
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been a material, infrastructural topic from the start and is still driven by developments in hardware,
bandwidth, and user interfaces, which highlights a strong potential influence of digital technologies on
Type I spaces. On an abstract level, digitalization enables new connections, interactions, and routines,
which indicates that Type II spaces are also affected. Finally, addressing this issue and clarifying
whether digital technologies do shape spaces differently is of high theoretical and practical relevance,
owing to the rising importance of digital technologies and their increasing embeddedness in both private
and organizational spaces.

Method
Since no research explicitly addresses the role of digital technologies in spaces, we decided to
systematically review literature dealing with spatial issues in a context in which digital technologies
have a prominent role. The main goal of this research method is to summarize the acquired knowledge
in a specific field, to structure and analyze this knowledge, and thereby to discover remaining gaps and
starting points for future research (Rowe 2014). We sought to gain an overview on the topic of spaces
in IS and IS-related articles (e.g., management, sociology, organizations, technology, and innovation).
As a guideline, we selected the approach of Paré et al. (2016) because it focuses on the systematicity
and transparency of the review process and the respective results.
Table 1. Methodical Approach for Developing a Definition and a Research Agenda
1 Search with very broad keyword (“spaces”):
13,009 results
2 Focus on papers with a scope on spaces roughly related to this paper:
118 results
3 Differentiation in two groups according to paper’s focus on digital technologies
4 Thematic analysis A to identify overarching spaces categories (iterative)
4.1 Categories in non-digital technologies research:
Boundaries, physical spaces
4.2 Categories in digital technologies research:
Virtual spaces, digital spaces
5 Focus on papers with a scope on spaces directly related to this paper:
79 results
6 Development of framework to identify sub-categories (see Figure 1)
7 Thematic analysis B to identify sub-categories of research (iterative)
7.1 Categories that emerged first:
Design of spaces, literature overview, methods
7.2 Categories that emerged last:
Impact of spaces on behavior and/or vice versa
8 Derivation of agenda for further research based on categories and sub-categories

To start, we developed a review plan, stating our overall goal, determining a scope for our search, and
an analysis approach (see Table 1). Overall, our process is linear with an iterative structure in the
analysis part (Paré et al. 2016). In step 1, we conducted a keyword search for “spaces” in the titles,
abstracts, and keywords in the archives of the top 25 IS, management, organization, sociology, and
technology-related journals between 2000 and 2018. This led to the inclusion of articles scheduled for
release in 2019, but that appeared as online-first papers in the search. We created the list of relevant
journals based on the IS basket of Eight, the Financial Times Top 50 Research Rank, the world’s elite
4* journals in the ABS Academic Journal Guide 2015 (for the selected fields), and the German VHB
JourQual 3 business informatics and technology as well as innovation and entrepreneurship rankings.
Because our search term was very broad, the search yielded 13,009 initial results. Owing to this
broadness, most of the results could be excluded straight away in step 2. To improve the quality of
results, we did not include editor comments, book reviews, formatting guides for authors, and tables of
content. For the rest of the results, we scanned the abstracts, and excluded all studies that referred to
spaces in ways that were outside our scope, for instance as a statistical parameter (e.g., L’Écuyer et al.
2000); as a figure of speech not related to organizational issues, such as “white space” (e.g., Kerr and
Phaal 2018), “semantic space” (e.g, Evangelopoulos 2016), or “research field” (e.g., Chughtai and
Myers 2017); or as space in a NASA or Star Wars sense (e.g., Devezas et al. 2012). The remaining
sample consisted of 118 papers that roughly related to the scope of our paper.
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During step 3, we sorted the 118 papers into two categories, depending on whether or not they
prominently featured digital technologies. In step 4, to inductively generate categories to structure our
findings, we followed a thematic analysis approach. This enabled us to encode qualitative data by
revealing and clustering themes in the data, thus fostering the emergence of a categorization for inherent
information (Braun and Clarke 2006). Since we used a first thematic analysis to identify the overall
categories in step 4 and conducted a second thematic analysis to identify sub-categories in step 7, we
distinguish these by naming them “A” (step 4) and “B” (step 7). To start our thematic analysis A, we
printed all papers as drafts in form of their titles and abstracts. We used a uniform format and omitted
information on authors, journals, or publication years. This anonymization was meant to prevent us
from potential biases when evaluating the articles. We read each printed draft and, in a consensual
approach, we categorized the papers. In the non-digital technology papers, the first category that
emerged contained papers on boundaries between spaces, followed by papers on physical spaces as a
second category, i.e. papers on spatial topics in an “analog” setting (step 4.1). The first category to
emerge in papers with a certain focus on digital technologies were virtual spaces, which deal with spatial
topics similar to physical spaces, but in a virtual environment. We were then left with several digital
technology papers in which spaces were not clearly delineated to other spaces and the boundary between
spaces blurred. We categorized these papers as digital spaces (step 4.2). They provide the most insights
to answer our first research question.
Type I

Behavioral
Science

• Literature overview
• Methods to assess spaces
• Mutual impact of space &
behavior

Design
Science

• Design of spaces

Type II
• Literature overview
• Methods to assess spaces
• Mutual impact of space &
behavior

Figure 1. Framework to Categorize Literature Related to Spaces
Regarding our second research question (i.e. a research agenda on digital spaces), we excluded further
articles that did not provide insights for IS research in an organizational context, as is the scope of this
paper. Excluded articles considered urban spaces (e.g., the spatial and social structure of cities through
the lens of gender (Spain 2014)); market spaces (e.g., market niches or industry spaces (Popielarz and
Neal 2007)); physical retail spaces (e.g., the design of supermarket outlets (Bezawada et al. 2009));
individual spaces outside the organizational context (e.g., the invasion of personal space through sexual
harassment (Uggen and Blackstone 2004)); and political spaces (e.g., conflict zones or resistance
organizations (Dai et al. 2013)). This step 5 left us with 79 papers that directly related to the scope of
our review. To help with categorizing, we created a framework based on our theoretical background
(see Figure 1) in step 6, i.e. we knew that the literature on spaces could be distinguished according to
the research approach in design science and behavioral science as well as according to the perspective
on spaces in Type I spaces and Type II spaces. In step 7, we applied this framework to our thematic
analysis B and inductively identified sub-categories to refine the thematic categorization of the papers
within the four overall categories. Similar to step 4, this analysis process was performed in an iterative
and repeated manner whereas we continuously added, integrated, dismissed, and restructured our subcategories, with the overall categorization remaining constant. When a sub-category appeared in one
category, such as the mutual impact of Type I spaces and behaviors in Table 4 (Dodgson et al. 2013),
we also included this sub-category in all other tables. Thus, strong and neglected areas of research are
better comparable across categories. Finally, in step 8, we created an agenda for further research based
on the understanding of digital spaces we could derive from the papers (and the lack of it), on neglected
areas of research, and on the limitations of this paper.
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Results
As noted, four categories of research on spaces emerged during our literature analysis. We call these
“boundaries”, “physical spaces”, “virtual spaces”, and “digital spaces”. The first two are established
topics in organizational science. The IS community has mainly dealt with issues that relate to virtual
spaces, albeit not through a spaces-lens and not with a theory of spaces. Digital spaces emerged through
a collection of papers on physical or virtual spaces that are connected via digital technologies. Such
digital spaces, as we define them later in this paper, have not yet been investigated. Nonetheless,
research can be classified as dealing with digital spaces when these were implicitly in the center of
attention without the researchers specifically applying a digital spaces-lens.
The first category we could identify is “boundaries” (see Table 2). This category focuses on the
delineating space between physical or virtual spaces. Similar to a box, every space has boundaries that
delineate it from other spaces. Instead of investigating the space itself, research on boundaries looks at
the effects of and on the boundary. A boundary could also be regarded as a very specific type of space
that can be of Type I, for instance, a geographical boundary such as time or spatial distance (Cummings
et al. 2009), or Type II, for instance, a boundary organization that resolves boundaries between parties
with diverging interests by creating a specific boundary space (Yeow et al. 2018). We acknowledge that
every analysis of boundaries entails at least two other spaces and that such papers may also be included
in other categories. However, since the papers in this category concentrate on the boundary, not the
surrounding spaces, they provide distinct insights that require their own category.
Table 2. Research Category: Boundaries
Design Science

Behavioral Science

Type I Spaces

Type I Spaces

Type II Spaces

Design of
boundaries

Literature overview

Literature overview

-

-

-

Methods to assess boundaries

Methods to assess boundaries

-

-

Impact of behaviors on spaces

Impact of behaviors on spaces

-

Colman and Rouzies 2019

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Cummings et al. 2009, Elsbach 2003,
Thatcher and Zhu 2006, Wilson et al.
2013

Ashforth et al. 2000, Brashears et al. 2017,
Dery et al. 2014, Miller et al. 2006, OllierMalaterre et al. 2013, Pauleen and Yoong
2001, Ramarajan and Reid 2013, Sarker et
al. 2018, van Osch and Steinfield 2016,
Watson‐Manheim et al. 2012, Yeow et al.
2018

Mutual impact of spaces &
behaviors

Mutual impact of spaces & behaviors
-

-

“Physical spaces” (see Table 3) emerged as a second category. They are the most established area of
spaces research. Here, papers relate to spaces that are measurable, mappable, tangible, and delineated
to other spaces through clear boundaries. This includes Type I spaces, for instance, in designing
collaborative spaces (Mittleman 2009) or in investigating the effects of the physical layout of an office
(Khazanchi et al. 2018), as well as Type II spaces, for instance, in examining experimental space as a
delineated imaginary space whose activities are executed in a tangible, material space (Cartel et al.
2019).
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Table 3. Research Category: Physical Spaces
Design Science

Behavioral Science

Type I Spaces

Type I Spaces

Type II Spaces

Design of
physical spaces

Literature overview

Literature overview

-

Gieryn 2000

Mittleman 2009

Methods to assess physical spaces

Methods to assess physical spaces

Downey 2006, Shah and Ward 2007

Andersen 2006

Impact of behaviors on spaces

Impact of behaviors on spaces

-

Battard et al. 2017, Battilana et al. 2015,
Fatimah et al. 2015

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Garrett et al. 2017, Khazanchi et al. 2018,
Kornberger and Clegg 2004, O'Leary and
Mortensen 2010, Perkmann et al. 2019,
Tyler and Cohen 2010, Wasserman and
Frenkel 2011

Brown et al. 2005, Bucher and Langley
2016, Cartel et al. 2019, Furnari 2014,
Gardner et al. 2018, Hydle 2015, Kahn et al.
2018, Kellogg 2009, Littlewood and
Kiyumbu 2018, Liu et al. 2016, Livengood
and Reger 2010, Shin et al. 2017, Wiedner et
al. 2017

Mutual impact of spaces &
behaviors

Mutual impact of spaces & behaviors
de Vaujany and Vaast 2014

-

Our third category emphasizes “virtual spaces” (see Table 4). In virtual spaces, users interact with a
virtual environment through avatars or user profiles. Virtual spaces such as a virtual world (e.g., Second
Life), or an online community (e.g., a Facebook group), are still measurable, mappable, and delineated
to other spaces through clear boundaries, but are intangible and only exist virtually. Papers that examine
virtual spaces can again be divided into Type I spaces, concerned, for instance, with the design of virtual
world tools (Saunders et al. 2012), and Type II spaces, focusing, for instance, on the visibility effects
of enterprise social media-based teams on network structures (van Osch and Steinfield 2018).
Table 4. Research Category: Virtual Spaces
Design Science

Behavioral Science

Type I Spaces

Type I Spaces

Type II Spaces

Design of
virtual spaces

Literature overview

Literature overview

-

Boughzala et al. 2012

Bhagwatwar et al.
2018, Biocca et
al. 2007, Kohler
et al. 2011,
Saunders et al.
2011, Schmeil et
al. 2012

Methods to assess virtual spaces

Methods to assess virtual spaces

Davis et al. 2009

-

Impact of behaviors on spaces

Impact of behaviors on spaces

-

van Osch and Steinfield 2018

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Animesh et al. 2011, Butler 2001,
Franceschi et al. 2009, Goel et al. 2011,
Goel et al. 2013, Lee and Chen 2011

Schultze and Orlikowski 2010

Mutual impact of spaces &
behaviors

Mutual impact of spaces & behaviors
-

Dodgson et al. 2013

The final category is “digital spaces” (see Table 5). As in virtual spaces, digital technologies have an
important role, but here, spaces and boundaries are treated differently. Taken together, these papers
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have in common that they do not view a boundary as a space that delineates spaces, but as a space that
digitally opens spaces to another. Thus, a focus of analysis on a boundary, physical space, or virtual
space is not sufficient to grasp digital spaces. They need to be viewed as a holistic construct in which
boundaries between spaces blur. Again, this can be done with a focus on Type I spaces, for instance,
when examining the role of collaborative technologies in distributed teams (Gupta et al. 2009), and
Type II spaces, for instance, when investigating digital innovation networks (Lyytinen et al. 2016).
Table 5. Research Category: Digital Spaces
Design Science

Behavioral Science

Type I Spaces

Type I Spaces

Type II Spaces

Design of digital Literature overview
spaces
-

Literature overview

-

Methods to assess digital spaces

Methods to assess digital spaces

-

Bentley et al. 2019

Impact of behaviors on spaces

Impact of behaviors on spaces

-

-

Impact of spaces on behaviors

Impact of spaces on behaviors

-

Virtual teams: Espinosa et al. 2007,
Virtual teams: Asatiani and Penttinen 2019,
Gupta et al. 2009, Sarker and Sahay 2004 Breu and Hemingway 2004, Chudoba et al.
2005, Gilson et al. 2015, Schweitzer and
Telework: Sewell and Taskin 2015
Duxbury 2010, Shin 2004, van Alstyne and
Brynjolfsson 2005
Innovation activities: Arakji and Lang 2007,
Boland Jr. et al. 2007, Lyytinen et al. 2016,
Phene et al. 2006, Puranam et al. 2006,
Wagner et al. 2012

Mutual impact of spaces &
behaviors

Mutual impact of spaces & behaviors
-

-

Discussion and Further Research
How Digital Technologies Shape Spaces
Our analysis of papers on spatial issues with a focus on digital technologies reveals that these
technologies lead to the emergence of virtual spaces, i.e. spaces similar to physical spaces, but in a
virtual environment, and digital spaces, i.e. spaces that are digitally open, meaning digital technologies
open and blur boundaries between one space and other physical or virtual spaces. However, although
virtual spaces emerged in our thematic analysis as their own category, such spaces can also be seen as
a subgroup of digital spaces. Papers we assigned to the virtual spaces category treated the virtual space
as delineated to other spaces. Yet, users’ perceptions of the real world must be considered, because their
virtual space experiences are embedded in their experiences of physical space. Thus, in virtual spaces,
digital technologies blur the boundary between physical and virtual space, effectively making it
necessary to analyze virtual spaces as digital spaces in the meaning of the definition provided above.
This definition can be traced back to the characteristics of digital technologies, especially their ability
to make artifacts open and editable (Nambisan et al. 2017; Yoo et al. 2012). According to our literature
analysis, these characteristics seem to extend to the spaces the artifacts are part of. Consequently, digital
spaces need to be analyzed holistically. For instance, the development of digital innovations shows that
the actions of different spaces influence one another to the extent that no analysis of a single space could
explain the outcome alone (Boland Jr. 2007).
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While this example also highlights that previous research provides first insights on digital spaces, such
insights largely remain limited to the contexts of virtual teams, digital innovations, and virtual worlds.
As the research in other categories shows, many more spaces need to be understood, for instance, issues
regarding strategizing (Hydle 2015) or organizational leakage (Brashears et al. 2017). Thus, it is
necessary to develop a research agenda that can serve as a foundation for the IS community to explore
digital spaces in all key facets. Based on our thematic analyses A and B, we propose the following ten
areas of research to advance our understanding of digital spaces.

Agenda for Further Research
1) Empirical validation
As necessary as it is to examine the influence of digital technologies on spaces, it is likely that we did
not cover all relevant aspects. Our literature-based findings need verification, adjustments, and
extensions. Qualitative enquiry can accomplish a holistic conceptualization of digital spaces, since such
a contemporary phenomenon is best studied within its real-life context (Yin 2013). Thus, we call for
empirical studies to improve the foundation for research on digital spaces as laid out in this paper. In
doing so, it is especially important to extract the main properties of digital spaces to make such a holistic
concept assessable for future research.
2) Development of a holistic digital space theory
With some exceptions, which are limited to physical spaces (Tyler and Cohen 2010; Wasserman and
Frenkel 2011), the papers in our analysis rarely used a theory of spaces as a foundation. In most cases,
they deal implicitly with topics relating to spaces. However, without an overarching theoretical
foundation, such highly fragmented findings are hard to generalize. Classical space theories (e.g.,
Lefebvre 1991) provide such a foundation and seem to work well for analyzing physical spaces; but
owing to their openness, digital spaces need adapted theories. We need to investigate how classical
space theories can be transferred to digital spaces (Truex et al. 2006) or need to develop a theory of
digital spaces to answer questions such as why and how digital spaces are organized the way they are.
In addition, as the digital open boundary is the main characteristic of a digital space, a theory must
explain what kinds of openness exist, how they come into being, and what effects they have.
3) Methodical approach
Questions revolving around the methodical assessment of physical spaces have provided notable
insights, for instance, on the benefits of using GPS data to analyze physical spaces (Downey 2006).
Owing to their complex infrastructure, similar questions need to be raised and answered for digital
spaces. Findings from virtual spaces may serve as a basis, for instance, regarding the aspects of a virtual
world that deserve special attention (Davis et al. 2009), but these need to be enhanced so as to paint a
holistic picture of the best approaches to digital space analysis. A broad range of methods needs to be
evaluated to ensure we cover the technological, material, and (in)tangible specifics of a digital space as
well as the social particularities resulting from their openness (Bentley et al. 2019).
4) Design of digital spaces
In organization studies, the task of actually designing physical spaces has only attracted little attention
(Mittleman 2009). Such investigations are left to architects. With its close relationship to informatics,
design science plays a much larger role in IS, which is reflected in an abundance of works relating to
the design of virtual spaces (e.g., Biocca et al. 2007; Saunders et al. 2011). However, we know little
about how digital spaces should be designed, especially to interweave spaces and boundaries as
efficiently as possible with each other. This would allow us to provide practitioners with
recommendations, for instance concerning the creation of digital hubs or in setting up innovation tasks
with a co-creating community.
5) Constitution of digital spaces
The influence of space on behavior is the most researched sub-category across all kinds of spaces. Their
mutual interplay and how behaviors shape spaces is much less understood, particularly in the context
of digital spaces. The relevance of such research becomes clear when we look at the many actions
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organizations take to set up digital units to digitally transform their business (Haffke et al. 2017).
Insights indicate, for instance, that rigid and flexible approaches need to be balanced (Asantiani and
Penttinen 2019), but how do such procedures as well as issues such as frames, beliefs, habits, or the
interactions of different actors affect the constitution of digital spaces? Considering the complexity of
a digital space, such questions need to be answered to provide guidance for organizations.
6) Reconfiguration of digital spaces
Similar questions as on the constitution of digital spaces can be raised on their reconfiguration. Even
research dealing with physical space reconfiguration has just begun to emerge (Battard et al. 2017).
Insights indicate that reconfiguration is a complex process that involves extensive analyses of Type I
and Type II spaces. The digital context adds another layer of complexity, since blurred boundaries lead
to other sources of impulses for reconfiguration, which in turn are affected by reconfiguration. Looking
at reconfiguration processes through a digital spaces lens could provide valuable insights, for instance,
to investigate the adoption of structure-changing techniques such as agile methods (Cao et al. 2013).
7) Discontinuance of digital spaces
After the constitution and reconfiguration of spaces, investigating the discontinuance of digital spaces
is a logical final step. Issues of (re-)integration, for instance, an internally founded digital hub or an
externally acquired startup into an established organization, have already been addressed in a digital
context (Puranam et al. 2006), so there is a foundation to build on. Various ways to discontinue digital
spaces, such as pause or demise, need to be investigated to establish an understanding of why and how
digital spaces disappear or live on, most likely retaining an influence on the spaces they were connected
to.
8) Interplay of different sub-spaces and boundaries in a digital space
Because a digital space is digitally open, spaces interact with other spaces. Take the example of a
wholesale company that undergoes digital transformation. Its logistics department experiences
increasing automation and becomes more connected to other departments, such as purchasing and sales,
providing them with an increasing amount of data. We know little about how the interactions of these
spaces and the digitally open boundary shape the very same spaces and the behaviors of the people and
objects in them. This is even more relevant, as research shows that different parts of a large space do
not act or react in a uniform way to external impulses (Kahn et al. 2018). Analyzing spaces, boundaries,
and their interactions together would allow us to gain deeper insights into such processes.
9) Shape and role of boundaries in digital spaces
In physical spaces, boundaries delineate one space from another. In digital spaces, boundaries open a
space to other spaces, i.e. it may be more appropriate to speak of interfaces instead of boundaries. These
interfaces can take interesting shapes, for instance, in the case of immersive technologies such as Virtual
and Augmented Reality (AR), where the boundary integrates one space into another in the visual
perception of the user, while some of the user’s other senses keep the spaces apart (Huang et al. 2019).
In addition, there are digital spaces in which many types of boundaries come together, for instance, if
the abovementioned wholesale company introduces AR to direct workers and provides them with
additional information in their warehouse. We need to know more about the different forms of
boundaries in the context of digital spaces and how they shape behavior and space as well as vice versa.
10) Technologies in digital spaces
Different digital technologies lead to different forms of spaces and boundaries, as described above.
Another example is Artificial Intelligence (AI): When a digital hub uses AI, for instance through an
interface in the form of voice control, digital spaces take other forms than in the cases of immersive
technologies or traditional IS, such as desktop-based applications with self-written code. Furthermore,
owing to their different technological foundations, such spaces will develop differently over time.
Although technology selection is a key issue for organizations (Krishnan and Bhattacharya 2002), we
know little about possible classes of technologies in digital spaces and how they constitute, reconfigure,
or discontinue spaces and behaviors (see points 4 to 7), lead to a specific interplay between different
subspaces (see point 8), or cause a specific shape and role of boundaries (see point 9).
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Conclusion
Our aims were to examine how digital technologies shape spaces and to provide a research agenda that
allows us to investigate such spaces in-depth. After distinguishing spaces research into research on Type
I spaces, i.e. basic spaces that can be measured, mapped, and have dimensions that our bodily senses
can easily grasp, and research on Type II spaces, i.e. abstract spaces that, for instance, can be captured
through interactions and routines, we conducted a thorough systematic literature review. By means of
an iterative thematic analysis in 25 top journals relevant to the topic and to our field we categorized 79
papers into four categories: boundaries, physical spaces, virtual spaces, and digital spaces, each with
sub-categories that follow the differentiation in Type I and Type II spaces. Virtual spaces and digital
spaces can be traced back to the inclusion of digital technologies in spaces.
Following this analysis, we argued that virtual spaces can be seen as a part of digital spaces and defined
digital spaces as physical or virtual spaces that are digitally open, i.e. they use digital technologies to
blur boundaries between themselves and other physical or virtual spaces. This definition relates directly
to findings from the literature regarding the characteristics of digital technologies (Nambisan et al. 2017;
Yoo et al. 2012). Based on our literature review and stemming from the limitations of this paper, we
derived ten points for further research that allow us to come to a deeper understanding of digital spaces.
Thus, we provide a starting point for a thorough understanding of a crucial element of our individual
and organizational life.
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